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The development of high-quality magnetic materials of low iron loss 

and of high permeability has given the possibility to apply new electrical 
measuring methods. 

The inductive measuring net"work, the precision current comparator 

developed in Canada in the first sixthieth makes it possible to measure current 
ratio at a high accuracy. Using current comparator - among others the 
calibration of current transformyr or the measurement of impedance can ht> 

achieved at a much higher accuracy than using any classical method. 
Thc balancing properties of the network with current comparator suit

able to measure capacity and loss factor "will be analysed in this paper. \Vhen 
designing measuring networks "with automatic balance, it is especially im

pOl·tant to know the balancing properties. 
The relations given in this publication are generally valid for the defi

nite network: when plotting diagrams for demonstration, the actual circuit 

parameters (Chapter 5) of the measuring network with current comparator 

used in the C-tanb Autorecorder developed at the Department of Instrumenta

tion and Measurement of the Technical University were started of. 
Finally, it has to be mentioned that this paper is discussing only the 

balance possibility among the measurement properties of the current COUl

parator measuring network. So it does not deal with the synthesis of the net",ork 
because to that purpose other measuring-technical aspects determined hy tht~ 
actual aim of the measurement havl' to be taken into account. 

1. The layout of the measuring network 

The circuit diagram of an impedance comparison bridge "with current 

comparator is shown in Fig. L where 
Zx is the impedance to be measured, 
ZN is a high-accuracy normal impedance, 
NI' lV~ and ~\;-3 are the working and indicating windings of the current 

comparator, 
Ug is the source of the measuring net"work. 
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In balanced state of the circuit the output voltage (Uout ) equals zero, 
and so does the net excitation of the current comparator. As the ampere turns 
of windings NI and Nz impair each other, the condition of compensation can 
be formulated as: 

(1) 

Fig. 1. Circuit for the comparison of impedances with current comparator 

If upon balancing the voltage drop on the working windings is negligible 
(in general, the leakage inductive impedance and the resistance of' copper 
are much lo·wer than Zx and Z.\i), the balancing conditions are: 

z .. = z\" , .\ . lVo (:2) 

F or analysing the network, the complex method of calculation for A. C. circuits 
is used, the source voltage (Ug) of'the measuring mains taken as basic vector. 

Relation (2) demonstrates the scheme in Fig. 1 to he only suitable for 
comparing equiphase impedances, in ·which case the measurement C<iIl he 
reduced to the determination of turn ratios. 

To exactly measure simple impedances (the accomplished forms of 

elementary impedances - resistances, capacitances, inductances) the method 
should cover the measurement of the elementary impedance and its character
istic loss. Fig. 2 shows a network fitting to determine equivalent capacitance 
of series connection and its loss factor. 

In balanced state the currents are: 

(3) 
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1 
jeo Cs U 

1 + jeoR(C + CN) g. 
(4) 

Taking into account Eq. (1) and the loss factor of the st'ries equivalent con
nection (tan Ox = eo Rx Cx), the balancing condition is: 

jw C
x 

N} ___ 1 ___ U
g 

1 + jtan Ox 
(5) 

Fig. 2. Circuit for the measurement of capacitance 

From Eq. (5) the unknown capacity and its loss factor can be determint'd as: 

f\T 
C C 

-'~o 
X = '.'----; . . NI 

(6) 

1'7 

\ ' 

The described capacitance-measuring network is used chieflv for measuring 
capacitancc of high voltage industrial frequencies. Then the compensating 

elements of the connection are: 

,SI the setup capacity range, 
C completed by Cs the setup range of tan 0, 

Nz balancing the capacitive component, 
R balancing the loss factor. 

In practice, halancing can he achicvcd hy varying the balancing elements 
according to a suitahle algorithm after setting up the adequate ranges, starting 
from any unbalanced state. The information needed to the variation is pro

vided by the output signal. 
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Usual balancing algorithms are: 
a) Minimum indication minimation ofthc absolute valuc of the output 

signal in function of onc parameter. After setting up the minimum, another 
balancing parameter is to be varied, again till the minimum absolute valm> 
of the output signal is rcached. This process if' to bc repeated, till the output 
signal (error signal) will be small cnough. 

Im u u 

v v 

Re Re 

Fig. 3. Output signal change. a) with minimum indication. b) with pha"e'5en5itivl' indication 

b) Phasc-scnsitin~ indication - the output signal is decomposed into 
two normal components so that the value and direction of each component 
is characteristic for the detuning by each balancing parameter. Then varying 
one parameter should be done by zeroing the respective component in turn. 
In practice this balancing process means an iteration in several steps. 

In Fig. 3 the output signal change. eharactCl'istic for tht' mentioned 
algorithms, is shown. The vectors u and L' are pointing out tllf' direction of the 

output signal change due to the halancing paramt·ters, Zo is the initial error 
signal, the thick trace shows the migration of the pnd of the error vector ill 

course of the balancing process. 

2. Determination of output voltage 

To estimate the balancing properties of th" tested network reqUires to 
know the relationship het'ween the output signal and the circuit parameters. 
Neglecting the leakage inductance and the copper resistance of the winding;; 
of the comparator, the measuring network shown in Fig. 4a can he trans[('rred 
into the scheme shown in Fig. 4b. The relationship between the elt'ments in a 

and b is given by the equations: 

jC!}C" ---_ .. 

I~= U~----~--------
1 
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Y~ = ---"'--------
1 + jtan 6x 

'Y' = _-,,]_'())_(,---C_~ _C_,\..:...,)_ N~ 
1 +- }wR(C + Cs) N~' 

Y L 
1 

5 

Y L is the admittance of the coil with jV 3 turns, where .1 is the magnetic COll

ductivity of the iron corp. 

Fig. 4. a) Circuit for the measurement of capacitance. b) Equiyalent circuit 

Y 3 - admittance loading the indicating coil of the current comparator. 
On the basis of Fig. 4b the output ,-oltage is: 

jwCxNI 1 

1 + jtan 6x 

Introducing the symbol R(C CN) = tan6s (tanD set up) and neglecting Y; 
(the neglect is justified for usual circuit values, since here thE' condition 
CxNi ~ (C CN).!V~ is usually satisfied) the output voltage is 

jwCx NI 

1 } tan r\ 
(8) 
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3. Properties of the measuring network near to the halanced state 

~ear the balanced state, a measuring network of zero-type alternating 
voltage can be characterized hy the value and the phase-angle of the output 
signal (error signal) generated hy each balancing parameter detuning. If, for 
a general case, Z is the complex output signal and u is a balancing parameter, 
then the sensitivity referred to u is: 

(9) 

and the phase-angle of the direction of change: 

8Z I arc-- . 
8u ,z~o 

(10) 

Before applying Eqs (9) and (10) for the tested network, simplify the 

ealculation hy transforming Eq. (8): 

where 

and 

U out = K·A, 

1 -i- j tan Ox 

1 + jtanos 

CN N 2 

CXN1 

(ll) 

. (1:2) 

Eq. (12) has been 'written by introducing the equalities (6) and (7) 
referring to balanced cases. From the suitable form of the output signal (term 
K zeroed by balancing being of a simple structure) the halancing character
istics of the network are: 

S. -I 
1\;"'- i A 0' 

(13) 
! 

(14) 

If's., = arc 8I~ + arc A 
- 81\2 

arc .,/ (15) 

8K 
'ftan Os = arc + arc A 

8tan(')s 
(16) 
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In calculating the balancing characteristics and also later - R was 
replaced by tan Os = (J) R(C CN) differing from it by a constant factor 
alone. Eq. (13) through (16) involve both the absolute value and the phase 
angle of (12). The condition of the use of simple balancing algorithms is that 
vector A not greatly varies in function of the setup parameters. As it will be 
shown, this condition can be satisfied by adequate choice of Y3' 

101 

_ gO" 

I 

-180') 
Wo , 

Fig .. 'S. Yariation of the relatiye sensitivity-vector in the tan (\ range between 0 and i 

a) Y; 0 

In this case relationship (12) sim_plifies into: 

Introducing the relative sensltlnty vector (from calculation aspects differing 
from A hy a real factor only): 

1 
a = --------- -----------

j tan Ox (1)2 (C + CN) A N~ , 1 

and in the following, the variation of its ahsolute value and phase in fUllction 
of N2 and tanox for different C Ch -, i.e. tano ranges will be examined. 

Fig. 5 defines the amplitude and phase ranges of the relative sensitivity
vector as a function of N 2, in the tano range between 0 and 1 (C ..;.. Cs = 3,18 
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f-lF). The range is limited by traces for tanb = 0 and tanb = 1. Fig. 6 represents 
the relative sensitivity-vector in the tano range from 0 to 0,1 (C + CN = 

= 318 nF). 
From the figures the absolute value and the phase of the relative sensi

tivity-vector varying in wide ranges as function of the setup parameters can 
be seen. This means at the same time that sensitivities and directions of change 
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Fig. 6. Yariation of the relative sensitivity-vector in the tan rJ range between 0 and 0,1 

referred to the balancing parameters are strictly related to the object to hI' 
measured - i.e. on the balancing values of the scheme (See relationships 
(13) to (16). This fact makes more difficult the manual balancing and practi
cally makes any of the automatic balancing by simple algorithms impossible. 
More "quietly" varying amplitude and phase of the relative sensiti-..-ity-yector 
is provided by a suitable choice of 1'-3' 

b) Ys = jwC3 

Then, according to (12) 

A = U g - w2 CN Ll1V3 

(1 ..L j tan is,;) (1 - W2C3 .:1 N5) - (JP (C -+- CN) _1 N§ 

and the relatiyl' sensitivity vector: 

1 
a = -----------------------------------------------

(1 + j tan ox) (1 - (C/ C3 Ll Nn 
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In Fig. 7 the stabilizing effect of various C3 capacitances in tanD range 
from 0 to 1 in shown. The curves in Fig. 7 a indicate the variation of the abso
lute value for tanox = 0 in function of N 2 • (For tanDx > 0 the change of the 
amplitude is lpss, so it is less critical.) In Fig. 7b the curves of the phase varia-

lal 
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Fig. ~. :\Iaximal variation of the relative sensitivity-vector with variOlb C" (tan () range from 
o to 1) 
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Fig. 8. :lIaximulll variation of the relative sensitivity-vector ,,-ith various C" (tan () range from 
o to 0.1) 

tion refer to tanD" = 1. (For tanD" < 1 the phase variation is less.) Fig. 
S shows the influence of capacitance C3 on the maximum amplitude and on 
the phase variation in tanD range from 0 to 0,1. Because of the small phase 
allglps. the same curves suit to show amplitude and phase, applying differpnt 
scales. 
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Figs 7 and 8 permit to determine C3 values for different tan6 ranges, 
pertaining to a given quality requirement. For instance, admitting a sensitivity 
decrease by 2 : 1 in function of jV2, the capacity needed in the tall(j range 0 
to 1 is ."-./ 3 ,uF; in the tan(j range 0 to 0,1 .~ 0,5 JuF. 

It can be seen that C3 has a sensitivity-decreasing influence. Its lilleariz
ing character results from the fact that in case of a higher original sensitivity 
the decrease proportion is higher. To represent the sensitivity decrease, it is 
expedient to use the ratio of minima in the original and the linearized ampli

tude curves. For the C 3 values previously chosen (3 f.LF and 0,5 ,H F), this 
ratio is 2 or 3, that means that by using a t·wice or three times as sensible 
indicator, the same accuracy can be reached in the linearized network, as in 
the original one, which however, could hardly be balancE'd. 

4. Behayiour of the measuring network far from the halance state 

The examination near to the balance state does not describe fullv the 
balancing properties of the network. Description of the network behaviour 
in case of big detunings requires to analyze the expression of the output 

voltage (8): 

. C i'i . JW ]"V!' 2. 

1 -'- j tan b, 

I 

The terms in the relationship can be classifiE'd as: 
a) Terms dE'scribing the measurement: 

b) Construction data of tIlt' net·work: 

c) Setup data of the network: 

d) Balancing parameters: 
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It has to be pointed out that for big detunings, .1 (magnetic conductivity of 
the iron core) is not more a real and constant value because of the non-linearity 
and loss of iron, but depends on the induction and thus on the output voltage: 

(see Fig. 14) 

In the following the output voltage will be analysed in function of the balanc
ing parameters, for fixed data in groups a-b-c. For illustrating the halancing 

Im 
Re 

Fig. 9. The theoretical balancing trajectory 

properties the halancing trajectories of the scheme are used. The balancing 
trajectory shows the variation of the output voltage in the complex system 
of numbers. It consists of two sets of curves: 

U out = f(N2 ; tan 6s;) 

U OU! =f(N2j ; tan6s) 

o 
o :s: tan 6s < tan <\max j = 1, 2 ... m . 

a) The theoretical balancing trajectory of the measuring network 

The theoretical balancing trajectory is hased on the following assumptioI18: 
the voltage drops on the coils of the comparator can be neglected, 

- the iron core of the comparator is free of losses and has a linear mag
netization curve, furthermore Y3 = O. 

According to Eqs (3) and (4), ,\-ith these assumptions the net excitation is: 

jwCxN1 ), 

1 j tan Ox 

and the output voltage: 

jw Cx lV1 )'. 

1 + jtan6x 

(17) 

The character of the balancing trajectory descrihed by the relationship (17) 
is shown in Fig. 9. (In the figure the trajectory Uout is presented, because 
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it IS more suitable for further comparisons.) By appropriately shifting the 
zero point of the coordinate system, the trajectories belonging to various ex 
and tano x values can be obtained. In Fig. lOa there is shown the balancing 
adjustment based on minimum indication, and in Fig. lOb the balancing adjust
ment hased on phase-sensitive indication. In both figures the variation of the 
output voltage is traced by thick line. 

fm Im 

Re Re 

Fig. 10. The balancing adjustment. a) with minimum indication, b) with ph ,,,e-sensitin' 
indication 

b) Real balancing trajectories of the measuring netu'ork 

In the following, balancing trajectories belonging to some setups of the 
capacitance-measuring network 'with current comparator are given. The setup 
specifications belonging to several figures are given in Table 1. 

Table I 

Setup specifications for figures 11 to 13 

Fig. L~g ex 
- ---~~ 

lla. 10kY 3nF o 0 

lIb. 100 kY 3nF o 0 

lIe. 100 kY 3nF o 3,uF 

lId. 100 kY 3nF o IpF 

12a. 10kY 3nF 1 0 

12b. 100 kV 3nF o 
12c. 100 kV 3nF 3 ftF 

13a. 10 kV SnF o 0 

13b. 100 kV 3nF I) I) 

13c. 100 kY 8nF o 3 ftF 

eN = 100 pF 
~, 10 turns 
C...L CN = 3,18 ,uF 
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Conclusions from the balancing trajectories: 
1. All the figures marked "a" are characterized by a source voltagp of 

10 kV and by the absence of any linearizing C3 • In these conditions the cort:' of 
the comparator works on the beginning, quasi-linear section of the magnetiza
tion cun-e, (it means too, that trajectories of a source voltage below 10 kY 
will be similar to tht:' presented ones). From the figures the high degret> of 

im 1350 100:; 

I ____ ~e 

@ 

Fig. 11. Balancing trajectorie,; (see Table. 1) 

curvaturf' of thf' trajectories appears, which is caused by amplitud., and 
phase - variation of the relative sensitivity vector analyzed before. X oticl' 
that nOlle of the described simple halancing algorithms is suitable to achieve 
balance from an arbitrary unbalanced state. It is exceedingly striking ho,,' 
amplitude-minimizing alg-orithms are useless in ranges of great n umher of 

turns - 500 S~ - for the trajectories in 11a and 12a. 
2. In figures marked "h" the source voltage is 100 kY and the linearizing 

C3 is absent again. The difference between trajectories b and the COITPsponding 
a ones is caused by the non-linearity of the comparator core. 

For the current comparator used in the measuring llet\\'ork (Chapter 5) 
the next statement is approximately valid: in case of id{~ntical phase of excite
ment the output voltage 4-24V (0,1 Tesla <.:: B < 0,6 Tesla) has a phase lag 
against the output voltage in quasi-linear range 0-4 V (0 B - 0.1 T): 
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the output voltage in the rangc 24-30 V (0,6T < B < 0,75 T) has a phase 
lead. (At 30 V thc comparator is practically saturated.) 

These facts mean that the under 4 V range of figurcs "b" are similar 
to the ones of figures a; their parts between 4 and 24. V have a lag and over 24 
V haye a lead in comparison to the corresponding a. 

@ 

/500 
fOOO 

/' 

Re 

Fig. L:. Balancing trajectories (see Tahle 1) 

The saturating charactcr of the iron corc results in a furthcr distortion 
of the trajectories (Fig. l3b), 'which is further impairing the balancing possi
bility. 

3. In the figures c the lineaTizing effect of capacitance C3 = 3 ftF for a 
sourcc voltage of 100 kV is shown. The trajectorics divcTgc hut slightly from 
the theoretical ones of measuTing netwoTk 'with current comparatoT (Fig. 9). 

As it can he seen, lineaTizing can he reached at the expence of an output voltage 
decTease hy ahout one OTdeT. This is, howeveT, unimpoTtant in case of hig 
detunings, while neaT to the halance the conditions explainpd theTe aTe yalid. 

4. In Fig. lld the influence of a smaller (C 3 l,uF) lineaTizing capaci 
tance is shown. FOT great numb el'S of turn the tTajectory is seen to he distorted. 
Though, principially, the balance can he reached by any of the algorithms, in 
pTactice it will be more difficult to halance from the distorted Tange hecause 
of adjustment enOTS of the minima i.e. of the component ° points. 
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2V Re 

Fig. 13. Balancing trajectories (see Table 1) 

5. Data of the measuring network 

the calculation is bascd on 

a) Data characteristic for thc measurement: 

Cx 

taubx 

f 

ranges from 10 Cs to 104 Cs in four steps 
ranges from 1 0 -~ to 1 in sevt'll steps 

its maximum depl'nds on Cs 
50 Hz 

b) Construction data of the measuring network: 

C\-3 1000 turns 

geometric data of the thoroid Iron cort': 
iron cross-section 1,9 cm2 

average length of the force lines 35 cm 

magnetic properties see Fig. 14 

c) Setup data of the measuring network: 

I'll 
Cs 
C --.:- Cx 

from 0,1 to 100 turns in four ranges 
max 1 nF 
31,8 nF - 3,18 ,uF in seven ranges 

15 

Irn 
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Fig. 14. Magnetic properties of the thoroid iron core of the current comparator 

cl) Balancing paTametcrs: 
N2 0 1000 turns 

R o 1000 ohms 

Summary 

This paper describes the analysis of the balancing properties of a capacitance measuring 
network with current comparator. The method - determination of sensitivities and balancing 
directions near to the balance, representation of the output signal change caused by big detun
ings in form of trajectories - is generally suitable to obtain the balancing properties of alter
native-current O-method measuring networks (e.g.: impedometrie bridges). 

The analysis is stated to be based on the determination of the output signal function. 
Determination· of the output voltage for the given network involves general steps and neglt:cto' 
helpful in the analysis of other current comparator measuring nt:tworks. 
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